pH-Dependant fluorescence switching of an i-motif structure incorporating an isomeric azobenzene/pyrene fluorophore.
In this study, we synthesized an Azo-py phosphoramidite, featuring azobenzene and pyrene units, as a novel fluorescent and isomeric (trans- and cis-azobenzene units) material, which we incorporated in an i-motif DNA sequence. We then monitored the structural dynamics and changes in fluorescence as the modified DNA sequences transformed from single strands at pH 7 to i-motif quadruplex structures at pH 3. After incorporating Azo-py into the 4A loop position of an i-motif sequence, dramatic changes in fluorescence occurred as the DNA structures changed from single-strands to i-motif quadruplex structures. Interestingly, the cis form of Azo-py induced a more stable i-motif structure than did the trans form, as confirmed from circular dichroism spectra and melting temperature data. The absorption and fluorescence signals of these Azo-py-incorporated i-motif systems exhibited switchable and highly correlated signaling patterns. Such isomeric structures based on Azo-py might find potential applications in biology, where control over stable i-motif quadruplex structures might be performed with switchable fluorescence signaling.